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UGA Law Library Comparison 
Usability Testing 2019 
“Gavel & Beyond” EDS (EBSCO Discovery Layer Service)  
vs. “Classic GAVEL” Catalog (Innovative’s Sierra WEBPac) 
 
1. Preference Test – Which search pages do you prefer?                          pg. 2-4 
 
2. Navigation Test – Can you find what you are looking for?                    pg. 5-7 
 
3. Preference Test – Help us compare search results                               pg. 8-11 
 
4. Subjective Metrics – User survey questions                                         pg. 12-14 
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Which of these two landing pages do you prefer?    
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Which of these  
two mobile site  
options would  


















Which of these two advanced search screens 


















Where would you  
click if you wanted  



































 Where would you click to find an item  


















Here are two different sets of search results. 
Which list do you prefer? 


















Why did you prefer this results list? 


















In general, when searching a library  
catalog, do you prefer to get  























1. I want the results to be better so there can be less results 
2. ¯\_(ツ)_/¯ 
3. Fewer results to go through, but it depends (a) on whether I want to look at multiple sources and 
(b) the number; I'd rather have five results than two, but I'd rather have two results than 1,935,672 
4. More 
5. I don't have time to weed through a ton of results. If I get too many results, it means that my 
keywords or search query was too general. I need to refine my query. Less results generally means 
more specific results. 
6. Less overwhelming 
7. Quicker to go through 
8. Less items to search through. 
9. I want more, but I don't want to see all of them at once. Maybe just a top 5 and then the option to 
click for me. 
10. I really like getting more results, especially when beginning my research. 
11. I like to see more results when I am first beginning my research for any given topic. 
12. Being overwhelmed with information isn't helpful 
13. It is always a bother to navigate multiple pages of results especially when each page only has a 
hand full of results. 
14. Well, I want more *relevant* results, not just quantity. But I want as many on-point titles as 
possible. 
15. more options to view 
16. So that I don't overlook something. My searches can be imprecise 
17. so I can play with filters to refine the final list 
18. I'd rather not have to click more if I don't see what I'm looking for. 
19. I can sort through much more to find a book that I was looking for, but I would also like for there to be options to narrow the search as needed. 
20. More options 
21. With less items it becomes easier to go through results and refine search as needed 
22. Fewer items to sort through. 
23. Faster to find or dismiss options 
24. I like comprehensive results 
25. when i'm using the catalog, I'm often trying to get an idea for a list of resources available, rather than one specific thing, so more is better for me, often. 
26. more potential exposure to search query 
27. I don't want to wait for a new page to load. 
28. More options 
29. More options are better 
30. Sometimes you get too few results, being able to have too many and then refine is better than staring with too few. 
31. When conducting a keyword search I am usually beginning broad research and want a variety of results to narrow down from 
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What type of library user are you? 
























What degrees have you been 
























Have you used any of the following 
library resources before?  
(Select all that apply) 
 
 
 
 
 
